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Barbados

Cook Islands

x384
384

387

** #10 1894 1p Blue Queen Makea Takau, a mint never
hinged sheet of 60, with selvedge all around (missing small
piece lower left corner) showing a plate number at bottom
right. The stamps are well centered and the sheet has some
rust spots on back, still nice appearance and scarce. Catalogue value is for hinged only. 
..............................................................................Scott U$780

388

** #19 1900 2p Chocolate Torea, a mint never hinged block
of 40 from lower left corner of the sheet, with “The Stanley
Stamp Coy.” imprint lightly impressed in left selvedge, fine
and fresh with a little separation at right centre. Catalogue
value is for hinged only. 
..............................................................................Scott U$600

Fiji

* #81-89 1897 1f to 2sh6d Badge of Colony Set, mint
hinged, with a tiny spot at bottom of the ½d, still fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$362

Bermuda

389

* #MR2c 1916 1d Scarlet King George V War Tax with
Inverted Overprint, mint hinged, with fresh colour, fine. Purchased in 1949 from the Mercury Stamp Co. in NYC. and
tucked away since.
..............................................................................Scott U$800

Ghana
385

 #97 1932 12sh6d King George V, used with lovely Hamilton Bermuda c.d.s., with a very light vertical bend, still fresh
and extremely fine. Ex. Dick Lamb. S.G. #93, £375.
..............................................................................Scott U$425

390

** #1090 var 1988-91 20,00 on 1,00 Inverted Surcharge,
on each stamp of a complete mint never hinged sheet of 30,
with full selvedge all around, printed by Thomas de la Rue.
Rsv. $160. 
.................................................................................... Est $200

Cape of Good Hope

386

 #179 1900 3d Blue Baden-Powell, used and tied to small
piece by Mafeking c.d.s. dated APR.20.1900, fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$450

x391
391

52

** #1093 var 1988-91 60ce on 4np Surcharge Varieties, a
group of 11 stamps (single, pair and two blocks of four) with
major surcharge varieties (slanted, shifted, doubled, etc.),
most with sheet margins, very fine. Rsv. $110.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Great Britain

392

393

392

E/P 1850 One Penny Prince Consort Essay, surface printed
imperforate in black, with original gum and full margins all
around, very fine and fresh with crisp impression. These were
produced for Henry Archer, with letters FJ, believed to be the
initials of Ferdinand Joubert, who designed Britain’s first surface printed postage stamp. A rare offering. SG Specialized
#DP71, £4,500.
.................................................................................... Est $500

393

E/P 1850 One Penny Prince Consort Essay, surface printed
imperforate in red brown, without gum and with full margins
all around, very fine and fresh with crisp impression. These
were produced for Henry Archer, with letters FJ, believed to be
the initials of Ferdinand Joubert, who designed Britain’s first
surface printed postage stamp. A rare offering. SG Specialized #DP71, £3,000.
.................................................................................... Est $500

394

E/P 7d King George V Downey Head Small Essay in Olive
Grey, on thin paper measuring 32 x 29 mm, showing a dramatic doubling of the whole impression. Very fine and scarce.
Rsv. $220.
.................................................................................... Est $250

395

396

E/P 1879-80 Group of Queen Victoria Essays, with 7
stamps, all perforated except one, a “dummy stamp” 1d McCorquodale in pink. Perforated stamps are Perkins, Bacon,
with two different designs, in different colours. A very fine
group. Rsv. $250.
.................................................................................... Est $300

397

Official Notice of New Issues for 1884, measuring 188 x
270 mm and mounted on a thicker, slightly larger card. The
notice reads “Scheme showing the designs and colours of the
stamps that will be in use after April the 1st, 1884”, showing
the 16 issues of that set (½d to £5), all in their colour of issue. A very rare item, with light overall staining, still ideal for
the advanced Great Britain collector. Rsv. $375.
.................................................................................... Est $500

E/P 3d King George V Downey Head Essay in Deep Green,
on thin card measuring 25 x 39 mm, showing “SP / 3” marking in margin above, very fine. Rsv. $250.
.................................................................................... Est $250

53

398

399

398

 #1 1840 1d Black Queen Victoria Imperforate, Plate 1B,
used with red Maltese Cross cancel, from position MI. Owner
describes this stamp as having “7 and 10 o’clock ray flaws”,
and “defective long top of I, possibly recut” and we also note
lines in the word POSTAGE at top. A very fine appearing stamp
with its four large and even margins, but with a thin.
..............................................................................Scott U$375

399

 #1 1840 1d Black Queen Victoria Imperforate, Plate 4,
used with red Maltese Cross cancel, from position MA. A very
fine four-margined stamp.
..............................................................................Scott U$400

400

 #1 1840 1d Black Queen Victoria Imperforate, Plate
5, used, tied to piece by a black Maltese Cross cancel, from
position GH. The piece also has a nice c.d.s. from Aylesbury
dated MAY.15.1841. The stamp has two large margins and
two close but clear, fine
..............................................................................Scott U$375

x401
401

402

54

403

405

403

 #1 1840 1d Black Queen Victoria Imperforate, Plate 4,
used with a red Maltese Cross cancel, from plate position
OE. The stamp has four clear margins, clear at top right, very
fine. Accompanied by a 2004 Sergio Sismondo certificate. SG
Spec. #AS23, £400.
..............................................................................Scott U$400

404

#1 Group of 16 Different One Penny Registration “Imprimatur” Sheet Photographic Reproductions, all in high quality black and white and full size, with plate numbers ranging
between 26 and 54. Originally sold to owner by the National
Postal Museum in 1985 for £1,440. A most useful group for
the One Penny specialist, rarely offered and very fine. 
.................................................................................... Est $500

405

 #2 1840 2d Blue Queen Victoria Imperforate, Plate 2, a
used vertical pair from positions RG / SG, tied to small piece
by two neat Maltese Crosses in black. Accompanied by a 1996
David Brandon certificate stating in part “has been lifted from
its piece, supplied with a fake roulette and then replaced to
its piece”. Faults to the margins all around, else an interesting
item. Catalogue value given is for two Plate 2 singles.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,200

402

 #1 1840 1d Black Queen Victoria Imperforate Group,
with 8 used stamps, plated by owner as Plate 1A (corner
fault), 4 (x3), 6, 7 (x2, both with heavy thins) and one unplated (in that order on our scan). Range of four margins to
none, a useful group.
.................................................................................... Est $350
 #1 1840 1d Black Queen Victoria Imperforate, Plate 8,
used with a black Maltese Cross cancel, from plate position
MG. The stamp has four large and even margins, very fine.
Accompanied by a 2002 Sergio Sismondo certificate. SG #2,
£525.
..............................................................................Scott U$525

x406
406

 #2/30 Advanced Collection of Two Penny Blue Queen Victoria Issues, all displayed and well identified (by S.G. #s) on 8
quadrille pages. This lovely collection starts with four SG #4/6
(plates 1 and 2, SG £3,900 as cheapest variety), two SG #14
with very fine strikes of #s 1 and 8 in Maltese Cross (SG £1,700)
plus another 11 imperforates (including two pairs) with various
postmarks, including a lovely #12 in diamond grid on a very fine
stamp. The collection follows with 31 various perforated issues
including SG #s 45/47 (plates 7, 8, 9, 12, 12, 13, 14, 15) again
with various postmarks. A clean collection, with mostly fine, but
also some very fine stamps. All pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $600

x412
412

407

408

407

 #3 var 1850 1d Red Brown Queen Victoria with Henry Archer Trial Perforation, used, perforated 16, fine. This stamp
is from plate 97, position MD and shows the M tilted to the
left, characteristic to this plate. SG #16b, £550.
.................................................................................... Est $200

408

** #3 1841 1d Red Brown Queen Victoria Imperforate,
mint with full original gum, never hinged. This fresh stamp
with bright colour is from plate 119, position GH (with misplaced H), with full to well clear margins, very fine. SG #8,
£600. Both catalogue values are for hinged.
..............................................................................Scott U$625

409

* #3 1841 1d Red Brown Queen Victoria Imperforate, a
mint horizontal pair with full original gum, from left of sheet
and showing plate inscription in margin. This pair is from plate
89 positions OA-OB and shows the constant variety markings
in the OA letter squares. A fresh pair with bright colour, right
stamp has a light vertical bend, still very fine. SG #8, £1,200.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,250

410

411

 #3 1841 1d Red Brown Queen Victoria, a quality group
of 90 used copies (including two pairs), most with 4 margins,
and a great lot for postmarks, papers, shades and plating. Ex.
Richard Lamb. 
.................................................................................... Est $300
 #3 Collection of 1841 One Penny Red Imperforate Issues, with about 2,000 stamps in all, neatly displayed and
well identified on quadrille pages, alphabetically sorted by
corner letters (AA to TL). Many of the stamps have 1844 Type
numeral postmarks and many of those are identified by owner as per town of origin. Huge catalogue value and overall fine
with some very fine and some faulty as well. Scans only give a
small sampling. 
.................................................................................... Est $750

Note:

 #3 Advanced Extensive Collection of One Penny Red Imperforates, all neatly displayed and described on quadrille
pages in two Oriel albums, with 41 covers plus 304 stamps,
including 4 mint, a lovely horizontal plate strip of six, a block
of four, and many pairs. The collection is mostly arranged by
plate number, ranging from plate 2 to 173 (not all plates present). The stamps and covers in this collection all have a high
level of description, noting shades, alphabet types, blued papers (some quite so), Ivory Heads, re-entries, lettering varieties, different dies, guidelines, various flaws and more. There
is also extensive attention given to postmarks, noting that
about 150 of the stamps have Maltese Crosses, some identified, including a few with numbers (#2, 5, 6 and a lovely #8
on cover), and the rest are mostly identified numeral grids of
all sorts, and we noted a few items where the stamp is cancelled by a circular date stamp. We note a higher than usual
presence of 4 margin stamps. Our several scans only show a
small portion, and we recommend seeing this one in person
to better appreciate the overall high quality and variety of the
material.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

x413

415

413

 #3 Collection of One Penny Red Imperforates with Numeral Maltese Cross Cancels, with 12 stamps representing
all twelve numbers, all easily readable on sound stamps with
mostly 3 to 4 margins. SG £2,945.
.......................................................................... Scott U$3,180

414

/ #3 Collection of 1841 One Penny Red Imperforate
Issue Numeral Postmarks, with over 650 stamps and 5 covers, the collection is mostly presented and organized by type
of numeral postmark, with numbers 1 to 897, including many
1844 types. Also includes a page of 50 stamps chosen for
their 4-margins, with various postmarks (this page ex. Dick
Lamb and sold by him long ago for $160). An overall nice
quality collection. Scans only show a small portion. 
.................................................................................... Est $500

415

* #4 1841 2d Blue Queen Victoria Imperforate, mint with
full original gum, hinged, cut into at top and a bit on the left
side, two other margins are clear. A fresh stamp with bright
colour.
.......................................................................... Scott U$6,250

All Scott Catalogue values are in US
Dollars. We have not converted into
equivalent Canadian dollar values.
Please bid accordingly.
55

416

417

416

 #5 1847 1sh Pale Green Queen Victoria Embossed, used
with grid numeral, margins are just clear to just touching, with
pronounced embossing, fine. SG #54 £1,000.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,000

417

 #5 1847 1sh Pale Green Queen Victoria, Embossed Imperforate, used with moderate numeral grid cancel. Two large
margins bottom and left, two others are close but not touching. Very fine, with strong embossing. SG #54 £1,000.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,000

x418
418

419

56

x420
420

/* #32 Advanced Collection of Three Halfpence Queen
Victoria Issues, all neatly displayed and described on 5 quadrille pages. Includes 21 stamps (including two pairs) plus
one cover. The collection starts off with thirteen Plate 1 singles, with various postmarks, including several lovely impressions of numerals in grid, plus an underprint from “Copestake,
Moore, Crampton & Co., London”. The following three pages
show eight Plate 3 stamps, including the same underprint
as previously mentioned, a lovely and fresh mint pair with
original gum (lightly hinged) with plate inscription at bottom
(SG £1,200), plus a used inverted watermark and various
postmarks. Last but not least is a cover mailed to Hamilton
Canada on SEP.9.1880 (London squared circles, with SEP.21
Hamilton receiver), franked with a three halfpence and a 1d
venetian red (SG 166) with a few file folds, still a scarce franking. Nice overall quality, all pages scanned online.
.................................................................................... Est $300

421

 #33 Collection of One Penny Red Plate Numbers, all
neatly identified on pages, from plate 71 to 224 (missing
#77). A nice quality group, overall fine. First and last pages
scanned online. 
.................................................................................... Est $100

422

*/** #33 1864 1d Rose Red Queen Victoria, Plate 145, a
mint horizontal block of 10 (position MD/MH, ND/NH) with
full original gum, hinge-reinforced between many stamps, still
leaving three stamps never hinged at bottom. A nice, fresh
block with intact perforations, and exceptionally well centered, very fine. Catalogue value is for ten singles only, with
no premium for the never hinged stamps. Scott footnote suggests a further 50% to be added for the centering.
..............................................................................Scott U$475

419

/* #8/33 Advanced Collection of One Penny Red Perforated Issues, with about 490 stamps, all neatly displayed and
described on 33 quadrille pages. This collection shows a wide
variety of different aspects of this stamp, including perforations, papers, printings, Die I and Die II, different plate numbers and shades, an inverted watermark, as well as a number
of different postmarks, including a nice Glasgow “Madelaine
Smith” on piece, a rare numeral “984” in red, and many more.
Also includes a plating selection, with 144 stamps identified
from plate 71 to 225 (the latter having clipped perf at bottom). We note at least 5 mint examples, including a very fresh
and well centered copy, plus shades, etc. The collection ends
with a specialized group of 94 stamps with Edinburgh “Brunswick Star” obliterators, showing different types of these attractive postmarks and all with plate numbers (accompanied
by a 16-page copy of a monograph on the subject). A great
lot for the specialist, with many pages scanned online and
comes with two 1928 articles from The American Philatelist
on the 1d red of 1857 and another for 1864 issue.
.................................................................................... Est $500
* #31 1850 1½d Rosy Mauve Queen Victoria on Blued Paper, Plate 1, mint, with part original gum, fresh and fine. Accompanied by a 1966 R.P.S.C. certificate. A rare stamp as
most of the printed stock was destroyed, the first we have
encountered. S.G. #53a, £7,000.
.......................................................................... Scott U$8,750

423

425

423

 #57 1867 5sh Rose Queen Victoria, Plate 2, used with
numeral duplex cancel, fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,200

424

/* #58 1870 ½d Rose Queen Victoria Collection, with 21
stamps in all, including 6 mint (plates 3, 12, 13, 19, 20) and
15 used (plates 3-6, 8, 10, 11-13, 15, 19). Overall fine or better (a few small faults), all scanned online. 
.......................................................................... Scott U$1,973

425

 #106 1884 10sh Ultra Queen Victoria, used with bold
1887 “Burlington House” c.d.s., with tiny wrinkles in top right
and lower left corners, plus owner’s handstamp on back,
lightly seeping through, still very nicely centered and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$550

426

427

428

* #140 1902-11 5sh Carmine Rose King Edward VII, mint
lightly hinged, very fresh with bright colour, well centered and
extremely fresh. A gorgeous stamp.
..............................................................................Scott U$400

x429
429

* #179-181 1919 2sh6d to 10sh King George V Seahorse
Set, all three are mint lightly hinged, fresh and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$725

430

* #209 1929 £1 Black St. George Slaying the Dragon, mint
lightly hinged, nicely centered and very fine. A very nice stamp.
..............................................................................Scott U$750

431

 #209 1929 £1 Black St. George Slaying the Dragon,
used with c.d.s. cancel, a fresh and extremely fine stamp.
..............................................................................Scott U$675

 #124 1891 £1 Green Queen Victoria, used with ideal
strike of a MAR.24.1893 circular datestamp from Belfast.
Couple of nibbed perfs at top, still fresh and fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$800

 #124 1891 £1 Green Queen Victoria, used with ideal
strike of a FEB.7.1893 circular datestamp from London N.
Fresh and fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$800

57

Hong Kong

432

 #T17 (SG) 1877 £1 Brown-Lilac Queen Victoria Telegraph Issue, Watermark Three Sideways Shamrocks, used
with MAR.14.1881 circular datestamp from Glasgow. Shorter
perfs at right else very fine.
...................................................................................S.G. £950

Great Britain -- Locals
433

436

 #82 1903 $2 Scarlet and Black King Edward VII, used
with neat c.d.s. postmark, fine-very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$350

India

** Lundy Group of 9 Different Puffin Sheets of 72 with Major Perforation Variety, each of a different denomination and
colour, and each is mis-perforated both horizontally and vertically, affecting a total of 648 stamps. Very fine, mint never
hinged. Rsv. $170. 
.................................................................................... Est $250

British Offices in Africa (MEF)

434

** #5b 1942-43 5d Light Brown King George VI with Cairo Printing M.E.F. Overprint, measuring 13.5 mm and with
square dots, mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$500

British Offices in Morocco
x437
437

435

58

** #219 1931 5sh Carmine Rose King George V Overprinted Seahorse Issue, a mint never hinged sheet margin block
of four, very fine. Catalogue value is for hinged.
..............................................................................Scott U$250

(*) #O161-O162 var 1971 5p Green Official Overprinted
REFUGEE RELIEF, a group of 143 stamps, all in various size
blocks, each unused (no gum, as issued), and with overprint
varieties, mostly dramatic double and/or inverted or even
partial overprints. Very fine and unusual.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Ireland

New Britain

441

* #34 1914 3d on 25p Surcharge, mint hinged, fresh and
very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$475

New Zealand

438

439

** #57 1922 5sh Carmine Rose Seahorse Overprinted
Irish Free State, a mint sheet of 40 (4x10), with selvedge
all around and center cross at four sides. Owner describes a
“re-entry to 5” at position 6/3, an “S over é” at position 9/2
and “fat upgraded accent” at position 10/4 (these unlisted in
Scott). This sheet does not have the plate flaws mentioned in
Scott footnote thus is probably an early printing or a different
plate. There is quite a bit of perf separation, mostly reinforced
by hinges, leaving a remaining 20 stamps never hinged. Rare,
with probably very few remaining. Rsv. $1,500.
.......................................................................... Scott U$6,300

442

** #791-793 1990-95 £1 to £5 High Values, all in mint never hinged blocks of 16, each with sheet margin, the £5 has a
plate inscription from lower right corner of sheet, very fine. 
..............................................................................Scott U$380

Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika

North Borneo
443

440

** #100 (S.G.) 1922 £10 Green and Black King George
V with SPECIMEN Overprint, mint never hinged, with small
gum imperfection and 5mm tear at right, still scarce and finevery fine appearing.
............................................................................... S.G. £1,000

E/P 1934 New Zealand Photographic Airmail Essay by J.
Berry, measuring 200 x 160 mm, showing 4 different designs: a 1sh green plane over Wellington Heads, 2sh chestnut plane over River Avon, 3sh brown plane over Mercury Bay
and 4sh blue two planes over a map of N.Z.. Thought to have
been prepared for the 1934 stamp competition. As of 1996
this was the only example known of these designs outside of
N.Z. Post Office Archives. Ex. Len Jury sale of April 26, 1996.
Included is a letter from Tom Lee, who was president of the
New Zealand Philatelic Foundation in 1996 who gives a history of the essay. Tape marks on the back do not detract, show
as slightly raised areas on the front, still a great and unique
showpiece for the specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $400

 #136a-153c 1922 1c to 50c Set Overprinted “MALAYABORNEO EXHIBITION 1922”, with May 25, 1922 postmarks.
The complete set plus two varieties duplicated, all affixed to a
sheet of paper before receiving SANDAKAN datestamps. The
first 2c shows the “no hyphen” variety, listed by SG with a 50%
premium for mint but used is obviously scarce and unlisted,
so applying 8x for used suggests a top price of £880. The first
12sc has an unlisted variety of a broken last A in MALAYA, and
finally the 4c has the variety of stop after EXHIBITION (this
has a £200 premium in SG). Scott catalogue value is for 16
regular stamps, see close-up scans of the varieties online. An
important exhibition item for the specialist. Rsv. $700. 
..............................................................................Scott U$937

59

Northern Rhodesia

x446
446

x444
444

E/P #185P/192P 1931 Group of Proofs from the 50th Anniversary of the North Borneo Company Issue, with the 3c,
10c, $1 and $5 values, each in colour of issue, in an imperforate upper left corner block of four and each with a security
punch hole in the middle. The $5 has no image in the centre.
A very fine and attractive group of proofs on ungummed paper, with light creases here and there. Rsv. $275.
.................................................................................... Est $350

** #18-21 1935 1p to 6p Silver Jubilee Set, all in mint never
hinged blocks of four, all have margins with sheet number
counter, very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$104

Oman

447

 #190C 1978 75b on 250b Surcharge, used with clean
c.d.s. cancel, with a few scrapes on front, still scarce.
.......................................................................... Scott U$2,500

Rhodesia

x445
445

* #B1/B10 1916 First Semi-Postal Group, with B1 (x2),
B2, B2a, B3, B4, B5 (x2), B6, B7, B8 (x2) and B10, all mint
hinged, with fresh colours and very fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$528

448

60

* #100 1912 £2 Overprinted Coat of Arms, Perforated 15,
mint hinged, well centered, with “R.F. Engel” (Hamburg) expert handstamp on back, fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Scott U$4,500

Trinidad

449

(*)/* #115, 118 1910 5sh and £1 Queen Mary and King
George V, the 5sh is mint hinged with bright colour and very
fine (Scott U$325). The £1 is unused (no gum) with “BSAC”
perfin, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

452

*/** #6 1857 (1d) Brown Red Britannia Imperforate, on
White Paper, a mint horizontal pair with full original gum,
the left stamp is hinged and the right stamp remains never
hinged. Four margins all around, fresh and very fine. Catalogue value is for hinged.
.......................................................................... Scott U$6,500

453

* #77 1900 1d Lilac and Carmine Britannia, Type II, mint
with full original gum, hinged. The stamp has very light toning
on some perf tips, else fine and accompanied by a very fine
mint Type I for comparison.
..............................................................................Scott U$400

Seychelles

x450
450

** #118-121 1935 6c to 1r Silver Jubilee Set, all in mint
never hinged blocks of four, three have sheet margins, very
fine.
..............................................................................Scott U$108

South West Africa

x451
451

 #40, 36 1924 £1 Red and Pale Olive Green King George
V Bilingual Overprinted Pair, used with neat c.d.s. cancels,
fine. SG #40a (£475). Also includes a 1924 1sh3d violet bilingual overprinted block of four, used with centrally struck
MAY.5.1925 Walvis Bay datestamp, very fine. SG #36 (£96).
Rsv. $275.
..............................................................................Scott U$555

61

SALE 34 SCHEDULE
Tuesday, September 22nd, 2020 9:00a.m.
Canada and B.N.A. (Lots 1-383)
Tuesday, September 22nd, 2020 approx 12:40p.m.
British Commonwealth & Worldwide (Lots 384-506)
Tuesday, September 22nd, 2020 approx 1:30p.m.
Canadian Postal History (Lots 507-784)
Wednesday, September 23rd, 2020 9:00a.m.
Worldwide Postal History (Lots 785-1041)
Wednesday, September 23rd, 2020 approx. 11:30a.m.
Lots & Collections (Lots 1042-1409)
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